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ABSTRACT
The Vlasov equation describes the conservation of phase
space density f(x,v,t). The incompressible flow of fCx,v,t)
determines the behavior of the phase space shear q=Df/Dv and
p =- @f/@x. It is shown that the equations of motion for
p and q can be written in canonical form. The motion of well
trapped particles is considered and a Virial theorem is derived
from the equations governing p and q.
i
The~collisionless behavior of a classical many body sys-
tem that interacts through its self-consistent fields is relevant
to both plasma and gravitational physics. C-31 Considered as a one
dimensional'phas-e space -fluid, the system. of particles can .e des-
cribed by the VlasoV equation for phase space density conservation
d f = $+ v + eE a)f = 0() 
-
where x, v and t are position, velocity, and time respectively.
Other quantities in Eq. (1 ) are charge (e) and e-lectric field
(E) for the plasma case, and the particle mass (m). For self-
consistent fields, E is a functional of the phase space density
(f) through Poisson's equation. The equilibrium solution to Eq.
(1 ) describes stationary flows of the phase space density. In
these states, groups of particles can- form self-binding con-figura-
tions under the action of their self-consistent fields. The
plasma analogue of this familiar gravitational situation is the
BGK mode. These states are characterized by particle trapping
and vortex structure of the particle phase space.
Particle trapping causes a phase space mixing of the
particle distribution function, f. For example, it has been shown that
when a delta-function particle beainan-velocity-space is trapped in a
wave, it rotates in phase space and when the rotation angle reaches 90*
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the velocity delta-function is transformed into a spatial delta
function.(5) We report here on the dynamics of this phase
space mixing. Below we consider the plasma case, but the
gravitational dual is straight forward,(.1)
It has been noted that the phase space vortex structure of
trapped particle motion is remarkably similar to the familiar
eddy structure of two dimensional fluid motion. (1) This
similarity is formally suggested by expressing Eq. (1 ) in two
.. +~ -+ -ldimensional phase space coordinates x and v, where x = (x,w v)p
-+0. -e 2 2
andv-(v,w v Hnd = 4Trn 0 e /m is the plasma fre-pp
quency where no as the particle density in space. We define
the particle energy variable
W = mv2 + eO(x,t) (2)2
where is the potential (E = -3 /ax). Then the incompressible
fluid flow velocity in phase space can be written as
-+ -l ^ -
v = (mw ) zxVW (3)
p
where the unit vector z is perpendicular to the x-v plane. Eq.
( 1) then becomes
( + v.V) f = 0 (4)
Poisson's equation,
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2= - 4Tre j dvf (5)
ax2
can be ;ritten as
V2W - - m w2 [fdvf - n 0 ] (6)
no p
= *-l 2 (6)where p = z - (Vxv) = (mw P) V W plays the role of v6rticity.
Because of the property v-VW = 0, the total fluid energy is
conserved between Eq. (4 ) and Eq. (.6 ) since
fdx mv-vf fdx W v-Vf 0 (7)
and
1 -*- 2 1 2(8
*mn v-v = E /8w + 1 mn v (8)
It is evident from Eq. (4 ) that f=f(W) is an
equilibrium solution. This distribution is a bound state that
satisfies the Virial Theorem ,7 .since
fdx9 xv E-f=0 (9)
implies that
S 2  - efdx mv f = fdx eExf (10)
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where fdx = fdxfdv. For this state, the bounce frequency
W= - - 3E/x > 0 is constant along the orbit of a well trappedm
particle. Therefore, * = 2x2 so that the contours of con-
stant f(W) = f(v2 + W2 x2) are the familiar vortices in phase
space. An interesting viewpoint of these constant contours
follows from Eq. (l ). We derive
d f = 1 - (11)
dtav 2v
and conclude that af/aW is constant along the orbit in the
equilibrium state. Since v=0 is the turning point of the trapped
particles, a/at = 0 ensures that the trapping potential is per-
fectly reflecting. There is no particle loss from the well,
2
so that af/3v = m af/aW has no discontinuity at v=0.
As the trapped particles move along the contours of
constant f (W), they do so in such a way as to conserve phase
space density along the orbits. This incompressible property
of the phase space determines the dynamics of the distribution f.
We pursue the viewpoint of Eq. Ell) further to illustrate this
by deriving the following "equations of motion" from Eq. (1 )
d()= 
- (12)7tav a~= x
and
d @f e DE af
dt ax) m ax (13)
These relations express the incompressibility of the phase
space fluid since an x-shear in f causes a counter v-shear in f
(and vice-versa). This "restoring force" tendency is evident
by combining Eq. (12) and Eq. (13). We find that
2d f3) = e E f (14)
dt2  v m ax av
For well trapped particles (w = - a 3E/ax = constant), the
af/3v shear undergoes simple harmonic oscillation in the part-
icle's frame -of reference. This motion is also true of
@f/3x. As a result, 9f/3v and af/ax will phase mix into each
other, since Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) imply
d [(f )2 + w2 2] 0 (15)
dt ax 3 =0
if d 2/dt = 0. Therefore, a distribution f=6(x) will be changed
into the distribution f = 6(v) because of the conservation of phase
space density along well trapped particle orbits.
The equations of motion (12) and (13) can be put in can-
onical form by defining the canonical "position" (q) and
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* "momentum" (p) variables as
q = af/av and p = - af/@x (16)
so that
p and - q (17)
Eq. (14) then resembles an "acceleration" equation satisfying a
Hookes law restoring force for = 3E/ax > 0. We define
the "energy density"
2H = ( )2 e 3E Cf 2 (18)
ax m ax av
so that Eq. (15) becomes the conservation of total energy. The
quantity H is proportional to a particle's total energy W. We
write
2H = ( )2 [W2 _ e3E aW2 (19)DW ax m x 5V
for the equilibrium state, so that
1 2 2 3f 2 2 2 2H = Imw (-) (v + W x ) (20)
1 eW m2 +e 1 2 2 2
where we've used 2= - @ E/@x and W = m2 + e4 = (v +W x
for the well trapped case. The "Lagrangian density"
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;f- 2 eE af 22L ) + - 2 (21)
gives p = 3L/Dq = DL/3p since q = dq/dt = p from Eq. (17). We
note also that j3L/3q - L = H as expected. It is now straight-
forward to show that the equations of motion follow in the usual
way from Hamilton's equatons or the Lagrangian Variational
principle.
These considerations suggest that-the equations of motion
(12) and (13) satisfy their own Virial Theorem in the
equilibrium state. Let T be the kinetic energy density, and U
be the potential energy density that is an n th degree polynomial
of the position. The Virial theorem is 2Y = nU where bar denotes
a time average. 'For our case, U = - . 9E/ax(.f/av) 2= 2 q2 so
m
that n=2. For well trapped particles, p = - ;f/ax and q = 3f/av
undergo simple harmonic oscillation and are thus 90* out of phase.
Then
d q)= - ) = 0f) (22)d (pq) d f
But from Eq. (1 ) we, derive
1 q2 d 2 2 2 (23)
2dt 2 d
where 2 = 3E/3x. The Virial Theorem thus gives,
= w 2 2 = 0 or T = U as expected. This is equivalent to
Eq. (10) if we assume that an ensemble average is equivalent to
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a time average.
It has been argued that the results of this-Letter can
describe some of the particle trapping properties of nonlinear
fluctuations in a turbulent plasma. (8) In particular, the use of
Eq. (17) in evaluating the plasma response allows the inte-
gration of Df[x(t), v(t), t]/3v(t) along trapped particle orbits.
The result is a kinetic equation that describes the tendency for
particle trapping as well as diffusion of turbulent fluctuations.
Finally, we note that since Eq. (1) is merely a statement
of the particle orbits, relations analogous to Eq. (17) can be
derived to describe the particle orbits x(t) and v(t) explicitly. (11,12)
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